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ABSTRACT:
When pitch is explicitly modelled for parametric speech synthesis, microprosodic variations of the fundamental

frequency f0 are usually disregarded by current intonation models. While there are numerous studies dealing with the

nature and the origin of microprosody, little research has been done on its audibility and its effect on the naturalness

of synthetic speech. In this work, the influence of obstruent-related microprosodic variations on the perceived

naturalness of articulatory speech synthesis was studied. A small corpus of 20 German words and sentences was

re-synthesized using the state-of-the-art articulatory synthesizer VOCALTRACTLAB. The pitch contours of the real

utterances were extracted and fitted with the TARGET-APPROXIMATION-MODEL. After the real microprosodic variations

were removed from the obtained pitch contours, synthetic variations were applied based on a microprosody model.

Subsequently, multiple stimuli with different microprosody amplitudes were synthesized and evaluated in a listening

experiment. The results indicate that microprosodic variations are barely audible, but can lead to a greater perceived

naturalness of the synthesized speech in certain cases. VC 2021 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Apart from intentional intonation (macroprosody),

human speech also exhibits small, systematic perturbations

of its fundamental frequency f0. In the literature, these varia-

tions are often referred to as microvariations, micromelody,

or microprosody due to their relatively small amplitude of

about 1 to 2 semitones1,2 superimposed on the macroproso-

dic pitch contour and their relatively short timescale of

about 30 to 150 ms.2 While systematic f0 variations were

first observed in the German language,3 the effects were

found to occur across all languages and speakers, regardless

of gender, although the exact extent of the f0 variations is

strongly context and speaker dependent.1

Usually a distinction is made between vowel-related f0
perturbations, whereby on average, higher vowels have a

higher f0 than lower vowels,4,5 and consonant-related f0 pertur-

bations,4–9 whereby the voicing property of the consonant

determines the character of the f0 variation.4–11 In the litera-

ture these two types of microprosody are sometimes referred

to as “VF0” and “CF0”;12 however, this kind of classification

and naming could be confusing since authors also speak of

intrinsic f0 (IF0) and co-intrinsic f0 (CF0).13 The former

describes the f0 perturbation that happens during the articula-

tion of a phone (therefore intrinsic to the phone), while the lat-

ter describes the f0 variation that an obstruent induces into its

succeeding phone. While vowel-height-related microprosody

is an IF0 effect, the situation is more complicated in the case

of obstruent-related variations. It is well known that a vowel

preceded by a voiceless consonant usually starts with an

increased f0, whereas a vowel preceded by a voiced consonant

usually starts with a decreased f0.4,14 Nevertheless, it was

found that the latter observation is actually related to an intrin-

sic drop of f0 that happens during the articulation of the voiced

consonant.11 Hence, consonant-related f0 variations due to

voiced obstruents can actually be considered an IF0 effect.

Since this analysis is about obstruent-related microprosodic

effects only, the term IF0 will therefore refer to the intrinsic

drop of f0 during voiced consonants, and the term CF0 will

refer to the co-intrinsic raise of f0 at the beginning of vowels

preceded by a voiceless consonant.

The exact mechanisms responsible for the micropro-

sody have not yet been clarified beyond doubt. While

some studies indicate that microprosody originates from

bio-mechanical effects related to vocal fold tension,

other studies propose aerodynamic effects as a possible

explanation.15–20 Even though there are numerous studies

that provide explanations to the origin of microprosody, the

proposed explanations are often incompatible or even contra-

dictory.11,21 Some authors also provided arguments for
microprosody to be a controlled mechanism that is used to
enhance speech.21 However, with regard to the current state
of research, it seems likely that microprosodic effects are not
actively controlled, but rather produced unintentionally as a
side-effect of articulation.1
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Regardless of the mechanism that causes microvaria-

tions of f0 on the fundamental level, the question of whether

microprosodic effects have an impact on the perceived natu-

ralness of synthetic speech arises. While there is evidence

that f0 can help listeners to differentiate between voiced and

unvoiced consonants16,22,23 and therefore increases the intel-

ligibility of speech, the only study that tested the influence

of the f0 microvariations on the naturalness of speech in a

listening experiment, performed by Rao et al.,24 failed to

observe a significant effect. Nevertheless, in their analysis,

the authors only considered voiced vowel-consonant-vowel

structures and neither real words nor continuous speech.

Furthermore, the pitch-manipulated stimuli presented to the

listeners were processed and synthesized with the help of

the WORLD vocoder,25 a technique that is not loss-free and

may even introduce unnatural artifacts by itself.26

With the present study, we extend the current state of

research by the following contributions:

(1) We re-synthesized 20 real German utterances (ten single

words and ten short sentences) based on recordings of

natural human speech, using the state-of-the-art articula-

tory synthesizer VOCALTRACTLAB
27,28 version 2.3

(VTL). The synthetic pitch contour was derived from

the recordings and subsequently manipulated to include

synthetic microprosodic effects according to a micropro-

sody model based on previous work by Birkholz and

Zhang.2

(2) We performed a perception experiment in order to eval-

uate whether German native speakers preferred the syn-

thetic speech samples with microprosody over samples

without the microprosodic effects or vice-versa.

II. METHODS

A. Re-synthesis of natural utterances

Re-synthesis means to create a synthetic version of a

natural utterance that matches the original utterance as

closely as possible. From VTL version 2.3 on, articulatory

re-synthesis can be done semi-automatically using a

phoneme-to-speech conversion. The utterance to be

re-synthesized must first be loaded as a reference into the

software. There, it is possible to manually segment and

annotate the loaded audio material (so called segment
sequence). In this study, the segmentation and annotation of

the audio material was done by one phonetic expert and ver-

ified by a second phonetic expert. Subsequently, VTL can

automatically transform the segment sequence into a set of

articulatory gestures (gestural score29) This gestural score

determines the time variation of the vocal tract shape, from

which the synthetic utterances will be generated. Once the

gestural score is computed, the utterance can be synthesized

by the computational aerodynamic-acoustic simulation30 of

sound wave propagation within a realistic vocal tract model

based on MRI data27 using a geometric vocal fold model.31

A re-synthesized utterance should also have a pitch con-

tour similar to the one of the original utterance. In order to

match the synthetic pitch contour as well, the original pitch

trajectory must be extracted from the recorded utterance. In

this analysis, the software PRAAT
32 was used for the purpose

of pitch extraction. Thereafter, the signal processing contin-

ued as follows:

Let NðtaÞ; N 2 ½�1; 1� be the time-discrete digital

audio signal of a recorded natural utterance and let RðtaÞ be

the corresponding, re-synthesised audio signal of the same

utterance. Thereby, a ¼ 1;…;A, where A is the number of

audio samples. Let fðt1; p1Þ…ðtB; pBÞg; tb 2 T; pb 2 P be

a set of time-pitch pairs, that is extracted from the signal

NðtaÞ. Here, b ¼ 1;…;B, where B is the number of time-

pitch pairs and T and P denote the sets of time and pitch

instances, respectively. Let f N
0 : T ! P; tb 7!pb be the corre-

sponding discrete pitch contour function. Since VTL pitch

trajectories are modelled in terms of pitch targets based on

the TARGET-APPROXIMATION-MODEL (TAM),33,34 the time dis-

crete pitch contour f N
0 ðtbÞ must first be transformed into a

TAM representation f TAM
0 ðtÞ to be imported into VTL. In

order to obtain the corresponding pitch target parameters, a

time-continuous fit of the discrete pitch contour was per-

formed using the software TARGETOPTIMIZER (TO)35 version

1.0. The TO allows the determined pitch targets to be

exported as a gestural score that can be imported into VTL.

As the resulting pitch trajectory is an approximation of the

natural pitch, it may still include remnants of the micropro-

sodic effects (even though the TAM acts as a low-pass filter

with a smoothing effect). Since the f0 microvariations were

to be modelled, visible remnants of microprosody were first

removed from the natural contour by one phonetic expert.

For this purpose, the pitch contour f TAM
0 ðtÞ was manually

modified by changing the TAM properties, e.g., the target

time constants, slopes, and offsets of the corresponding

pitch gesture within VTL. This way, the microprosody-

corrected fit f PLAIN
0 ðtÞ was obtained that is used as the pitch

contour of the microprosody-corrected re-synthesis RðtaÞ. In

the following, such samples will be referred to as plain sam-

ples and corresponding data (segment sequences, gestural

scores, audio files, etc.) will be referred to as plain data.

The top and middle plots in Fig. 1 show the audio sig-

nals of the original and the re-synthesized version of the

word “Ferrari,” respectively. The bottom plot shows the cor-

responding pitch trajectories. Thereby, the dots represent the

discrete pitch data that were extracted from the original

recording. The solid line represents the microprosody-

corrected fit f PLAIN
0 ðtÞ, that is based on the TAM. The dashed

line represents the pitch contour f MP
0 ðtÞ, which additionally

contains the modelled microprosodic effects. The next sec-

tion describes how such a trajectory is obtained.

B. Modelling microprosodic effects

In order to create pitch-manipulated samples, the micro-

prosodic variations were added to the plain pitch contour

automatically via a PYTHON script (available in the supple-

mentary materials36). For this purpose, we first exported the

plain gestural score as a tract sequence file within VTL.
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A tract sequence file contains the numerical values of all

vocal tract and glottis parameters at each time step of the

articulatory speech simulation performed by VTL. Thereby,

a new state is evaluated every 110 samples of the resulting

digital audio signal. Since VTL is using an audio sample

rate fS of 44.1 kHz, the internal state sample rate is therefore

fI ¼ 110�1 fS � 400:91 Hz. This is important because it

means the pitch contour to be modified, is discretized at that

rate. In order to apply the microprosodic manipulations at

the correct instants in the signal, the corresponding time

intervals, given by the obstruents that induce the pitch varia-

tion, must be transformed into tract-state intervals using the

rate fI as the conversion factor.

Regarding the obstruents, we adopted the convention of

Birkholz and Zhang.2 We defined IF0 time intervals

TIF0 � �ti
IF0 ¼ ½ti

I;S; t
i
I;E�, where ti

I;S ¼ ti
I;1 � 0:4 � jtiI;2 � ti

I;1j and

ti
I;E ¼ tiI;2 þ 0:2 � jti

I;2 � tiI;1j and fti
Ig1;2 denote the start and

end of the ith voiced obstruent of a given utterance, respec-

tively. CF0 time intervals were defined as TCF0 � �tj
CF0

¼ ½tj
C;E; t

j
C;E þ 80 ms�, where tj

C;E is the end time point of the

jth voiceless obstruent. Thereby, TIF0 and TCF0 are the sets

that contain all IF0 and CF0 intervals of an utterance,

respectively. The corresponding index sets are denoted as J

and C, respectively, whereby i 2 J and j 2 C. The manipu-

lated pitch trajectory including the modeled microprosodic

effects is then defined as

f MP
0 ðtÞ ¼ f PLAIN

0 ðtÞ þ Df0ðtÞ; (1)

whereby the pitch manipulation term Df0ðtÞ is described by

the following relation:

Df0ðtÞ ¼

I t;�ti
IF0

� �
; 8 t 2 �ti

IF0

� �
i2J

C t;�tj
CF0

� �
; 8 t 2 �tj

CF0

n o
j2C

X t;�tj
~V

� �
; 8 t 2 �tj

~V

n o
j2C

0; else;

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

(2)

where Iðt;�ti
IF0Þ and Cðt;�tj

CF0Þ denote the IF0 and CF0 pitch

contour functions, respectively. Note that, in case of over-

lapping intervals, the respective manipulations will be

superimposed. The IF0 manipulations are given by

I t;�ti
IF0

� �
¼ �A � 10:75 Hz � exp �ðs� 0:49Þ2

0:262

 !
;

(3)

where s ¼ ðt� ti
I;SÞ=ðti

I;E � tiI;SÞ. The CF0 pitch function is

defined as an exponential function

C t;�tj
CF0

� �
¼ A � 11:1 Hz � exp �k t� tj

C;E

� �� �
; (4)

which decays to e�1 of its initial value after approximately

10 ms, since k ¼ 95:9 s�1. In contrast to the work of

Birkholz and Zhang,2 here we additionally introduced the

dimensionless amplitude factor A that allows for a scaling

of the microprosodic effect. The reasons for this extension

are described in Sec. II C. Evidently, Eqs. (3) and (4) are

introducing discontinuities to the manipulated pitch contour.

Regarding the IF0 effect, this is not a problem, since the

boundary values are Iðti
I;SÞ ¼ A � 0:31 Hz and Iðti

I;EÞ
¼ A � 0:23 Hz. For A 2 f1:0; 1:5; 2:0g (as used in this

study), the f0 discontinuity is therefore below 1 Hz, which is

on the order of natural, random pitch fluctuations. However,

the CF0 pitch manipulation causes a discontinuity between

11.1 and 22.2 Hz, depending on the amplitude A. Even

though the related obstruent is voiceless, such a jump in the

f0 trajectory might cause audible artifacts if the voice-onset

time precedes the end of the consonant tj
C;E; see Fig. 2. For

this reason, a cosine interpolation was introduced to the

manipulated pitch contour,

X t;�tj
~V

� �
¼ A

2
� 11:1 Hz � 1� cos p � uð Þ

� �
; (5)

with u ¼ ðt� tj
C;SÞ=ðt

j
C;E � tj

C;SÞ. The cosine interpolation is

defined on voiceless consonant intervals T~V � �tj
~V
¼ ½tjC;S; t

j
C;E�,

where tjC;S and tjC;E are the start and end points of the jth voice-

less obstruent and T~V is the set of relevant voiceless obstruents

within a given utterance. Trivially, the index set of T~V is equal

to C. After the plain pitch contour within the tract-sequence

file is manipulated according to Eq. (1), the tract-sequence file

can be directly turned into an audio file using VTL. Analogous

FIG. 1. (Color online) The word “Ferrari” (SAMPA: /fe6RaRi/) within the

sentence “Sie f€ahrt keinen Ferrari, sondern einen Maserati” (see utterance

19 in Table I for the IPA notation and translation). Top: The amplitude

N ðtaÞ of the digital audio signal of the natural speech recording. The

aligned phoneme sequence is shown at the top of the plot. The correspond-

ing CF0 and IF0 regions are drawn vertically across all subplots as solid

(pink) and hatched (blue) bars, respectively. Middle: the audio amplitude

R ðtaÞ of the re-synthesized utterance. Bottom: The measured fundamental

frequency data f N
0 ðtbÞ of the original natural utterance is plotted as dots.

The re-synthesized plain TAM trajectory f PLAIN
0 ðtÞ and the manipulated

TAM trajectory f MP
0 ðtÞ with an amplitude factor A ¼ 1:0 are drawn as a

solid line and a dashed line, respectively.
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to the plain audio samples, we will refer to pitch-manipulated

samples as manipulated samples.

C. Experimental design and stimuli preparation

The pitch manipulation is on the order of 10 Hz for an

amplitude factor of A ¼ 1:0, which corresponds to approxi-

mately 1.5 to 2 semitones for a typical male voice with a

fundamental frequency between 80 and 120 Hz. Such small

pitch variations represent the minimal pitch discrimination

limens for human speech.37 Hence, an acoustic discrimina-

tion between the plain and manipulated versions was

expected to be very difficult and the listening experiment

was therefore designed as a pairwise comparison test.

Our choice of utterances was strongly related to the

chosen design of the perception test. The fact that a partici-

pant would hear the synthetic utterances once with and once

without microprosodic variations directly after another

means two things: First, the chosen utterances should be

rich in voiced and unvoiced obstruents so that many micro-

variations are present. At the same time, the stimuli should

not be too long, so that the listener can remember his listen-

ing impression. As a consequence, ten simple words with

three syllables were chosen. These were selected so that

they include at least one IF0 and one CF0 obstruent.

Additionally, ten short sentences with a length between five

and seven words were constructed, so that they contain at

least five obstruents. An overview of the chosen utterances

is given in Table I.

In order to generate the stimuli, a 24 year old male

German native speaker who uttered the selected words and

sentences in a neutral manner of speaking, was recorded

digitally with a sample rate of 44.1 kHz. Each recording was

rendered as a 16-bit WAV file and loaded into VTL.

Afterwards, the utterances were re-synthesized and manipu-

lated as described in Secs. II A and II B, respectively.

Thereby, a plain version as well as three manipulated

versions with A ¼ 1:0; 1:5; 2:0 were generated for each of

the utterances. This was done in order to test different

strengths of microprosodic variations. It was expected that a

stronger variation might increase the perceptibility of the

effect and makes a more conscious decision possible, since

amplitude factors of 1.5 and 2.0 correspond to a variation of

around 3 to 4 semitones, which is the scale from which a

larger number of listeners are able to perceive pitch varia-

tions.37 Also, the amplitudes of the IF0 and CF0 effects, as

determined by Birkholz and Zhang2 were averaged over a

broad range of phonemes and utterances. Thus, these ampli-

tudes do not account for the large variance of the effect

strength that is observed in natural speech. The mean

Pearson correlation between the natural pitch contours and

the TAM contours is 0.963 in case of the plain samples and

0:964; 0:960, and 0.953 in case of the manipulated versions

with A ¼ 1:0; 1:5; and 2.0, respectively.

The stimuli were synthesized using the default speaker

file of the VTL, JD2. All glottis parameters were kept at the

default values, except for f0 (which was modified as

explained earlier) and the flutter parameter, which introdu-

ces pseudo-random f0 fluctuations based on a model devel-

oped by Klatt and Klatt.38 To avoid unpredictable

interactions between the microprosodic and pseudo-random

f0 variations, the flutter parameter was always set to zero.

All audio files were peak normalized to –1 dBFS. All used

segment sequences and gestural scores can be found in the

supplementary materials,36 which also provide the necessary

code to generate the tract sequence files and the audio

stimuli.

D. Perception experiment

During the perception experiment, participants heard

synthetic utterances once with and once without micropro-

sodic variations in direct succession. The participants were

allowed to play the audio of an utterance-pair as often as

they liked. Subsequently, they had to decide which version

they preferred. No stimuli pair was repeated in the course of

the experiment in order to keep the experiment as short as

possible. To ensure adequate statistical power, the listening

experiment was conducted with 30 subjects (19 male, 11

female), which is in line with the recommendations by

Wester et al.39 The subjects were aged between 18 and

48 years with a median age of 30.5 years. As described ear-

lier, the 20 chosen utterances were created with three differ-

ent strengths of the microprosodic variation, so that each

participant had to make a total of 60 decisions. In order to

avoid a bias by intentionally corrupted results (e.g., partici-

pants choosing a single one of the answers all the time),

each person was given a unique test in which the internal

order of each pair ([A: plain, B: manipulated] or [A: manip-

ulated, B: plain]) was determined randomly. The 60 utteran-

ces were split up in three blocks based on the microprosodic

effect strength. The order of the blocks was randomized.

The order of the 20 different pairs within each block

was also randomized. The experiment took place in a

FIG. 2. (Color online) Different f0 contours for the word “Musiker”

(SAMPA: /mu:zIk6/, see utterance 8 in Table I for the IPA notation and

translation). The plain TAM trajectory f PLAIN
0 ðtÞ is drawn as a solid line.

Manipulated TAM trajectories with amplitude factors A ¼ 1:0; 1:5; 2:0 are

drawn as dashed-dotted, dotted, and dashed lines, respectively. The mea-

sured fundamental frequency data of the synthetic utterances are plotted as

triangles (plain), dots (A ¼ 1:0), stars (A ¼ 1:5), and squares (A ¼ 2:0).
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sound-insulated audio studio. As the headphone, a STAX

SR-202, driven by a STAX SRM-212 pre-amplifier, was

used. The driver unit was connected to a laptop that was run-

ning the listening experiment, using an AUREON XFIRE

8.0 HD audio interface.

The experiment itself was carried out using PRAAT. The

initial silence duration (before the start of the stimulus

sound) was set to 0.3 s. The inter-stimulus duration (between

samples A and B of a given pair) was set to 0.25 s. In this

way, a pleasant listening experience was possible without

irritating the listener by playing the samples too quickly in

succession. The following text was displayed to the partici-

pants (translated to English): “This is a perceptual experi-
ment with synthetic speech. You will hear the same phrase
twice in a row and you should decide whether you prefer the
first or second realization. If you hear little or no difference
between both samples, try to decide by feeling. The stimuli
can be repeated as often as desired.”

The measured data collected in the hearing experiment

include both the information on the selected sample from

each of the 60 stimuli-pairs and the reaction times measured

by PRAAT. The reaction time is defined as the span between

the start of the stimulus sound, i.e., after the initial silence

(counting from the last repetition, if the statement is played

repeatedly by the participant) and the time point, at which

the test person selects one of the two answer options. Note

that the accuracy of the reaction times, as measured by

PRAAT, is limited by the clock accuracy of the operating sys-

tem, which is typically on the order of 10 ms. This limitation

is further discussed in Sec. IV B.

E. Statistical data analysis

In order to evaluate the choices of the listeners, we used

the number of events in which a manipulated sample was

preferred over the corresponding plain sample, divided by

the total number of events as an observable. In the follow-

ing, this quantity will be referred to as relative frequency.

The null hypothesis H0 underlying this observable is mathe-

matically governed by a binomial distribution with the prob-

ability P ¼ 0.5 and it describes two indistinguishable

scenarios:

(1) Participants were choosing answers randomly (either

because no difference between plain and manipulated

TABLE I. The used words and sentences in German, in the IPA notation and in English. The number of IF0 and CF0 deflections that happen during an utter-

ance is given in the “Effect” column. The last column describes the measured relative frequency (see Sec. II E) for every utterance and separated into the

three modes: �;A ¼ 1:0; $, A ¼ 1:5; �;A ¼ 2:0. The combination of the three modes is denoted as �. Statistically significant results (p < 0.05) are

denoted with *.

Utterance Canonical transcription Translation
Effect Rel. frequency [�10�2]

(German) (IPA) (English) IF0 CF0 � $ � �

1 Badetag ’ba+d@"ta+k Bathing day 2 1 57 53 47 52

2 Bewirken b@’vI�k@n
’

To effect 2 1 60 57 60 59

3 Butterweich ’bUtÆ’vaI
_

ç As soft as butter 2 1 67 50 60 59

4 Giraffe "gi’�af@ Giraffe 2 1 53 70* 53 59

5 Kakadu ’kakadu Cockatoo 1 2 60 53 60 58

6 Karotte ka’�Ot@ Carrot 1 2 57 47 43 49

7 Kassettea ka’sEt@ Cassette 1 2 63 73* 70* 69*

8 Musiker ’mu+zIkÆ Musician 1 1 40 47 50 46

9 Vergessen fEÆ
_
’gEsn

’
To forget 1 2 53 47 57 52

10 Zigarre
_
tsi’ga�@ Cigar 2 1 47 63 37 49

11 Aber sehen will sie ihn doch. ’?a+bÆ ’ze+n vIl zi+ ?i+n dOx But she wants to see him. 5 0 60 70* 57 62*

12 Er sah viele bunte Regenbogen. e+Æ
_

za+ ’fi+l@ ’bUnt@ ’�e+gn
’
" bo+gn

’
He saw many colourful rainbows. 6 2 33 53 53 47

13 Chabos wissen wer der Babo ist. ’t_Sa+bo+s ’vIsn
’

ve+Æ
_

de+Æ
_

’ba+bo+ ?Ist

The boys know who the boss is. 6 2 57 50 57 54

14 Das Telefon ist seit sieben Tagen

kaputt.

das ’te+l@fo+n ?Ist zaI
_
t ’zi+bn

’’ta+gn
’

ka’pUt

The phone has been broken for
seven days.

5 5 33 57 53 48

15 Die Artikel waren wieder

vorr€atig.

di+ "?a�’ti+k ’l ’va+�@n ’vi+dÆ
’fo+Æ

_
"�EtIç

The products were in stock

again.

6 4 43 33 57 44

16 Die Soße ist viermal

€ubergekocht.

di+ ’zo+s@ ?Ist ’fi+Æ
_

ma+l
’?y+bÆg@"koxt

The sauce boiled over four times. 4 3 50 47 57 51

17 Die Straßenbahn fuhr weiter

geradeaus.

di+ ’St�a+sn
’
"ba+n fu+Æ

_
’vaI

_
tÆ

g@�a+d@’?aU
_
s

The tram continued straight
ahead.

7 3 53 40 47 47

18 Diese Zeitung ist bereits veraltet. ’di+z@ ’_tsaI
_
tU˛ ?Ist b@’�aI

_

_
ts

fEÆ
_

’?alt@t

This newspaper is already

outdated.

4 4 53 40 53 49

19 Sie f€ahrt keinen Ferrari, sondern

einen Maserati.

zi+ fE+Æ
_
t ’kaI

_
n@n fe’�a+�i+

’zOndÆn ’?aI
_
n@n maz@’�a+ti+

She does not drive a Ferrari, but
a Maserati.

7 4 63 50 57 57

20 Benno gef€allt die orange Vase. ’bEno g@’fElt di+ ?o’�a˛Z@ ’va+z@ Benno likes the orange vase. 6 2 50 63 47 53

aThe official transcription indicates an unvoiced /s/ instead of /z/, but some people, especially our speaker, pronounce the “ss” voiced. Since we have re-

synthesized the sentences in as much detail as possible, we used the voiced consonant in the synthesis.
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samples was perceived, or because the test was not taken

seriously).

(2) Participants perceived acoustic differences between the

plain and manipulated samples; however, on average,

none of the versions were preferred over the others.

In order to evaluate the reaction times, we defined the

following two observables: TPLAIN
R and TMP

R , which describe

the reaction time when a plain or manipulated sample was

chosen as the preferred sample, respectively. Furthermore,

we defined normalized reaction times T̂
PLAIN

R and T̂
MP

R as

T̂R ¼
TR � a

a
: (6)

Thereby, a ¼ 2 Dþ 0:25 s is the time shift produced by the

duration of the audio information presented to the listener.

The time shift is composed of the medial silence (0.25 s)

and two times the duration D of audio sample A or B. Their

duration is equal since the pitch manipulation does not

change the length of the utterance. Due to the subtraction of

a and the division by a, the distribution of TR becomes nor-

malized, so that –1.0 (0.0) marks the start (end) of the

played audio information presented to the listener.

III. RESULTS

If H0 would actually describe the underlying distribu-

tion of the measured data, individual results among different

utterances and participants might be combined to a single

statistic and mathematically treated as a single Bernoulli

experiment. Figure 3 shows the results summed over all

individual participants, separated into words, sentences, and

the combination of both. Further, results are shown for the

individual amplitude factors A 2 f1:0; 1:5; 2:0g as well as

for the combined statistic of the three modes. Additionally,

the 68% and 95% confidence intervals around H0 are shown

as a solid and a hatched area, respectively. Evidently,

manipulated words with the mode A ¼ 1:5 are preferred

56.0% of the time, a two-sided binomial test yields a p-

value of p < 0.05. Combined over all three modes, manipu-

lated words are preferred in 55.1% of the cases (p < 0.01).

In case of the combined sentences, no significant deviation

from the null hypothesis could be observed. Combining the

statistics of all utterances and microposody modes A,

manipulated samples are preferred over plain samples

53.2% of the time (p < 0.01).

Figure 4 shows the distributions of obtained relative fre-

quencies across all participants. The distributions are shown

as estimated Gaussian kernel densities. Additionally, the

respective boxplots are superimposed to the density plots.

Two-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) tests yield significant

differences between the observed distributions and the null

hypotheses in case of the single words (p < 0.01 in case of

A ¼ 1:0; A ¼ 1:5 and the combination of all three modes, p
< 0.05 in case of A ¼ 2:0). No significant differences were

observed in case of the sentences. For the combination of

words and sentences, the distributions for the mode A ¼ 1:5
and the combination of all modes were observed to be sig-

nificantly different from the null hypotheses (p < 0.05). In

the latter case, three participants preferred the manipulated

samples beyond the 95% confidence interval (0.75 partici-

pants expected, given H0), while none of the participants

significantly preferred the plain samples (0.75 expected).

Figure 5(a) shows the distributions of TPLAIN
R and TMP

R ,

combined across all participants, as a box plot. In the case of

the words, it was observed that the mean (median) reaction

time decreased by 100 ms (37 ms) from TPLAIN
R to TMP

R .

The absolute values of the means and medians are given in

Table II. In case of the sentences, the mean (median) reaction

time decreased by 137 ms (121 ms) from TPLAIN
R to TMP

R .

While the reaction times for the sentences are significantly

different from each other based on a two-sided KS test

(p < 0.05), no significant difference was observed in the case

of the single words (p ¼ 0.15). The normalized reaction times,

FIG. 3. (Color online) The relative frequency of events in which the manip-

ulated sample was preferred are shown for all words, sentences, and the

combination of both. Results are shown for the three different manipulation

modes A ¼ 1:0 (circles), A ¼ 1:5 (stars), A ¼ 2:0 (squares), and the com-

bined statistic (diamonds).

FIG. 4. (Color online) The relative frequencies of events in which the

manipulated sample was preferred by a single participant are shown as dis-

tributions, separated into words, sentences, and the combination of both.

Results are shown for the three different manipulation modes A ¼ 1:0
(mean, circles), A ¼ 1:5 (mean, stars), A ¼ 2:0 (mean, squares), and the

combined statistic (mean, diamonds). Each median is indicated by a vertical

line within the respective box.
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separated into words and sentences, are shown in Fig. 5(b).

Apparently, relative to the length of the utterance, listeners react

much faster to sentences compared to single words. When it

comes to plain (manipulated) sentences, listeners made their

decision while the audio was still playing in 14.3% (16.1%) of

the cases. For single words, this happens in only 2.9% (5.2%)

of the cases. Further, this difference is evident not only on the

relative, but also on the absolute timescale: Given a median

duration of 0.90 s in case of the words and 2.29 s in case of the

sentences, the median normalized reaction time measured from

the end of the stimulus sound, is on the order of approximately

0.81 and 0.46 s (averaged over the plain and manipulated sam-

ples), respectively. Note that for the decisions made while the

audio was playing, no utterance-specific or participant-specific

pattern was found, as it happened across all utterances and

among 22 out of 30 participants.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Summary and conclusion

In the present study, we produced high quality synthetic

speech using the articulatory synthesizer VTL, and

manipulated the respective f0 parameters to include micro-

prosodic pitch deflections. In a listening experiment, 30

German native speakers had to decide whether they would

prefer pitch-manipulated samples over plain samples or vice
versa. From the combined results of that perception test, it

was observed that manipulated words were preferred over

their plain version in 55.1% of the cases, which is a signifi-

cant deviation from the null hypothesis (p < 0.01). In case

of the full sentences, the manipulated versions were pre-

ferred in 51.5% of the cases; however, this result is not sig-

nificant. We interpret these results in the following way:

Acoustic differences between plain and manipulated words

were perceived by the listeners (either consciously or sub-

consciously) and, on average, test persons preferred the

manipulated versions. Under the assumption that people pre-

fer what they are used to and considering the fact that

humans are used to hearing natural speech, it seems reason-

able to conclude that the pitch manipulation according to the

used microprosody model increased the naturalness of the

re-synthesized words. However, in the case of the re-

synthesized sentences, it was found that neither plain nor

manipulated samples were consistently preferred. This

means that either fewer differences were perceived com-

pared to the situation with the single words, which would be

conceivable if the f0 variations are more obscured by the

larger amount of acoustic information and the faster speak-

ing style of the sentences compared to the single words, or,

that a difference was perceived but the decision which ver-

sion is preferred differed from subject to subject. We found

evidence for the latter of the two explanations: If the deci-

sions were indeed made more randomly, there is no reason

why the distributions of the two reaction time observables

TPLAIN
R and TMP

R should differ beyond random fluctuations.

However, a significant difference was observed in case of

the sentences. It seems likely that this difference is induced

by participants that are more or less certain about their deci-

sion. We assume that an answer is selected faster if the lis-

tener is more certain that he prefers a certain version over

the other. This effect is likely to be subconscious for the fol-

lowing reasons:

(1) Due to the randomized nature of the listening experi-

ment, the participants had no control to intentionally

modify the reaction times TPLAIN
R and TMP

R in different

ways, without consciously discriminating between the

plain and manipulated samples. If that condition was

actually met, one would expect to observe a relative fre-

quency of answers that deviates significantly from the

null hypothesis.

(2) The results related to the normalized reaction times

imply that the preferred sentences are rather selected

intuitively since the decision is made while the stimulus

is playing. In case of the single words, however, the

decision is made significantly slower and happens after

the end of the stimulus finished playing, which might

imply that the listener tries to actively evaluate the lis-

tening impression.

FIG. 5. (Color online) (a) The reaction times TPLAIN
R and TMP

R and the nor-

malized reaction times T̂
PLAIN

R and T̂
MP

R , separated into the individual distri-

butions for words, sentences, and the combination of both, are shown as box

plots in (a) and (b), respectively. The median of each distribution is indicated

by the vertical line within each box. The 95% confidence interval of each

median is indicated by the corresponding notch. The hatched area in (b) rep-

resents the (normalized) time span â during which the stimulus is played.

TABLE II. The absolute mean (l) and median (med) values of the reaction

times and normalized reaction times.

TPLAIN
R [s] TMP

R [s] T̂
PLAIN

R T̂
MP

R

l (Words) 3.175 3.075

l (Sentences) 5.618 5.481

med (Words) 2.992 2.954 0.403 0.362

med (Sentences) 5.454 5.333 0.105 0.088
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In summary, we conclude that modelled microprosodic

effects in synthetic speech can be perceived by some listen-

ers. In contrast to Rao et al.,24 we found evidence that the

modelled microprosodic effects can lead to a subtle increase

in the naturalness of synthesized utterances.

B. Limitation and outlook

The following limitations have to be noted:

(1) The used microprosodic model is simplistic. It does not

account for the variance that is observed among the

microprosodic effect strengths. Birkholz and Zhang,2 for

example, reported largely different model parameters

for the different obstruents. By averaging over a range

of utterances and obstruents, the model represents an

average that might rarely be represented by actual

speakers and, in particular, the model might mismatch

the microprosodic variations of the speaker that was

recorded to obtain the natural pitch contours used for the

re-syntheses. Additionally, the recorded speaker differs

from the one on whose data the VTL vocal tract model

is based. Although both persons were male, this differ-

ence together with the microprosody mismatch could

lead to the contour sounding unnatural.

(2) Also, the quality of the speech annotations and the qual-

ity of the removal of the natural microprosodic effects

may have an impact on the results. Even though both the

annotations and the microprosody removal were per-

formed and validated by phonetic experts, the removal

of the microprosodic effects is subjective to some degree

and might not be optimal.

(3) Last but not least, Kirby et al.40 showed that the effect

strength of obstruent-related microprosody differs

among stressed and unstressed positions in a sentence,

and therefore is context dependent. Future work should

take this into consideration for a more realistic micro-

prosody model.

(4) The listening experiment as carried out in this study is

prone to random fluctuations. There is no guarantee that

the sample of subjects is a good representation of the

whole population of native speakers (and it is likely not

to be the case). The number of participants is therefore

critical, and a study of much larger scale would be an

interesting opportunity for future research in this field.

(5) The fact that no significant trend has been observed

among the different modes A is probably due to both,

the insufficient sample size and the fact that a fixed

strength of the microprosodic effect is not realistic.

Future studies may also produce stimuli with amplitudes

A > 2:0 or A < 0:0 in order to test if listeners prefer

realistic ranges of the amplitude, or, whether it is just

frequent f0 changes that make utterances appear more

preferable.

(6) The accuracy of the reaction times, as measured by

PRAAT, is limited by the clock accuracy of the operating

system, which is typically on the order of 10 ms. One

can expect that such inaccuracies average out over a

large amount of measured data. However, it is likely,

that a more sophisticated measurement would be needed

to further scrutinize the effects observed in the reaction

time distributions. It is also clear that the interpretations

of the reaction time measurements are quite speculative.

Future studies should also consider recording the num-

ber of audio playbacks as a measure of the decisiveness

of a participant. However, in order to actually pin down

if decisions are made more or less consciously, a sophis-

ticated measurement of neural activity in the brain might

be necessary.
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